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Reborn from ancient chaos
they came to rule our planet
the matrix is the answer
to their new plans of terror
in millions they've been cloned
with dna corrupted
to conquer our freedom
to impose a schizoid truth

Reason with your mind
Reflection is your gift
Don't let the mass confuse you
With it's stupidity
God is in me God is in you
Now be strong and walk alone
Try to look into your heart and find
The way to your own soul

It's time to stop crying
Now we are called

REACT
IT'S TIME TO FIGHT
FIGHT NOW
THE MATRIX SOUL
SHE NEEDS
PLEASE HEAR HER CALL
YOUR HELP
IT'S MOTHER EARTH
YOU WILL KNOW THE DAY
OF THEIR MIGHTY FALL
WHEN YOU HEAR THUNDER'S MIGHTY ROAR

The threat of a new kingdom
Led by apathic zombies
Is tragic and dramatic
The acid rain is falling
The virus is now spreading
Beware the brain's infection
The world is now in danger
It waits for our reaction
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Reason with your mind
Reflection is your gift
Don't let the mass confuse you
With it's stupidity
God is in me God is in you
Now be strong and walk alone

It's time to wake up
Open your eyes

IT IS
IT'S TIME TO FIGHT
FIGHT NOW
THE MATRIX SOUL
SHE NEEDS
PLEASE HEAR HER CALL
YOUR HELP
IT'S MOTHER EARTH
YOU WILL KNOW THE DAY
OF THEIR MIGHTY FALL
WHEN YOU HEAR THUNDER'S MIGHTY ROAR

May the scars use their cosmic energy
So the violence will never prevail
You will know the day
Of their mighty fall
When you hear thunder's mighty roar
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